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Dolden Wallace Folick LLP
Dolden Wallace Folick is a national law firm specializing
in insurance defence. Their lawyers have the knowledge
and experience to defend sexual abuse claims, and
will work to undertake comprehensive investigations
in order to determine the nature and risk associated
with the allegations.
Such claims often involve “long tail” allegations
extending to incidents that occurred many years in the
past, which can pose unique challenges in defending.
For this reason they routinely use alternative dispute
resolution in order to minimize the risk, and to reach
a negotiated settlement which protects the privacy
of the parties given the sensitive nature of the
underlying allegations.
Their lawyers have acted as counsel in leading
Supreme Court of Canada decisions dealing with
sexual abuse allegations.

Miller Thomson LLP
Miller Thomson is one of Canada’s leading firms
concerning the defence of sexual abuse allegations
and litigation. With offices across Canada, they provide
a co-ordinated national approach to profit and non-profit
entities to deal with crisis and other emergency situations.
The firm’s extensive defence practice has acted
on several hundred cases, and specialises in the
de-escalation of an incident and mapping out effective
communication and litigation strategies. They emphasise
a realistic approach to claims and claim handling that
seeks to effectively resolve a situation.
In terms of litigation support Miller Thomson has
pioneered alternative dispute models for multi-plaintiff
and class action claims, and has acted on some of
Canada’s most difficult cases. While most claims are
effectively resolved, Miller Thomson has also defended
matters in Canadian courts with an experienced team
of counsel who are expert in historical and non-historical
abuse claims.

Navigator Ltd
Navigator was created by public affairs and
government relations practitioners who recognized a
need for an organization that truly understood how to
develop an overarching plan, bringing together research,
planning, stakeholder outreach, communications and
government relations tactics. Since then, Navigator
has grown to become a diverse firm with consultants
from a variety of backgrounds including journalism,
public opinion research, politics, marketing and law.
At Navigator, we have tackled many challenges and
have applied our strategic communication approach
to designing and implementing effective solutions
to a variety of challenges. Navigator’s approach to
communications planning can be summarised as
follows: Research, Strategy, Results.
With mandates from over 40 of Canada’s top 100
companies, Navigator has an unparalleled team of
experienced professionals who work seamlessly
with their clients.

Firestorm
Firestorm Solutions, LLC is a leader in crisis and
consequence management, crisis communications, crisis
PR, and social media risk. The seasoned team provides
critical decision support to organizations of all sizes –
ranging from public to private companies and in all sectors.
Firestorm empowers clients to make critical decisions
and communicate effectively during crisis situations.
Firestorm has substantial experience handling
sexual abuse incidents on behalf of schools, camps,
transportation and healthcare providers, religious
institutions and non-profit organizations.
Managing the consequences of a crisis requires a detailed
understanding of what needs to be done and how to do it.
Having managed hundreds of crises involving sexual abuse,
school and workplace violence, social media attacks,
communicable illness outbreaks, breach of fiduciary duty,
and natural disasters, Firestorm transforms crisis into value.
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